
Rollback-Recovery

Uncoordinated 
Checkpointing

Easy to understand 

No synchronization overhead

Flexible


can choose when to checkpoint

To recover from a crash:


go back to last checkpoint

restart
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The Domino Effect
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How to Avoid  
the Domino Effect

Coordinated Checkpointing

Easy Garbage Collection

No independence

Synchronization Overhead


Communication Induced Checkpointing  
   detect dangerous communication patterns and checkpoint appropriately


Less synchronization

Less independence

The Output Commit 
Problem
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Coordinated checkpoint for every 
output commit

High overhead if frequent I/O with 
external environment

Externa
l

Enviro
nment

Distributed Checkpointing  
at a Glance

Independent

+  Simplicity

+  Autonomy

+  Scalability

-  Domino effect



Distributed Checkpointing  
at a Glance

Coordinated

+  Consistent states

+  Good performance

+  Garbage Collection


Independent

+  Simplicity

+  Autonomy

+  Scalability

-  Domino effect -  Scalability

Distributed Checkpointing  
at a Glance

+  Consistent states

+  Autonomy

+  Scalability

Communication-

induced

Coordinated

+  Consistent states

+  Good performance

+  Garbage Collection

-  Scalability

Independent

+  Simplicity

+  Autonomy

+  Scalability

-  Domino effect -  None is true

Message Logging
Can avoid domino effect


Works with coordinated checkpoint


Works with uncoordinated checkpoint


Can reduce cost of output commit


More difficult to implement

How It Works

 To tolerate crash failures:

periodically checkpoint application state; 

log on stable storage determinants of 

non-deterministic events executed 
after checkpointed state.

 Recovery:

restore latest checkpointed state;

replay non-deterministic events according 
to determinants



Logging Determinants

Determinants for message delivery events:

    message 

receive sequence number

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.datai

Logging Determinants

message
Or alternatively:

Determinants for message delivery events:

    message 

receive sequence number

pointer to the data

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.datai

m = hm.dest,m.rsn,m.source,m.ssni
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Optimistic Logging
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Optimistic Logging

m3

Logged

determinants

?

   Kills orphans during recovery

non-blocking during failure-free executions

rollback of correct processes

complex recovery 
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Message log is maintained in volatile storage at the sender.

A message m is logged in two steps:

   i)  before sending   , the sender logs its content:    is partially logged

  ii)  the receiver tells the sender the receive sequence number of   , 
and the sender adds this information to its log:    is fully logged.

Sender Based Logging
(Johnson and Zwaenepoel, FTCS 87)

(m.ssn,m.rsn)
(ACK,m.rsn)(m.data,m.ssn)

m

m
m

  partially loggedm   fully loggedm

p

q

m

   knows m is fully logged  q

  blocks?q



Causal Logging

No blocking in failure-free executions


No orphans


No additional messages


Tolerates multiple concurrent failures


Keeps determinant in volatile memory


Localized output commit

Log(m)

Preliminary Definitions
Given a message m sent from m.source to m.dest, 


      set of processes with a copy of the   
determinant of m in their volatile memory

   orphan of a set C of crashed processes:
(p 62 C) ^ 9m : (Log(m) ✓ C ^ p 2 Depend(m))

⇢
p 2 P

����
_(p = m.dest) and p delivered m
_(9ep : (deliverm.dest(m) ! ep))

�

p

Depend(m)

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) (Depend(m) ✓ C)

The “No-Orphans” 
Consistency Condition

No orphans after crash C  if:

No orphans after any C if:

 The Consistency Condition

8m : (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m))

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))
8m : (¬stable(m) ) |Depend(m)|  1)

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

Optimistic and Pessimistic

 Optimistic weakens it to:

 Pessimistic strengthens it to:

No orphans after crash C if:

 No orphans after any crash if:

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) (Depend(m) ✓ C)

8m : (Log(m) ✓ C) ) ⌃(Depend(m) ✓ C)



Causal Message Logging

 Causal strengthens it to:

 No orphans after any crash of size at most f  if: 

8m :

✓
¬stable(m) )

✓
^(Depend(m) ✓ Log(m))
^⌃(Depend(m) = Log(m))

◆◆

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

An Example
 Causal Logging:

If        ,   

8m : (¬stable(m) ) (Depend(m) ✓ Log(m)))

stable(m) ⌘ |Log(m)| � 2f = 1

m2
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m4

m3h#m1,#m2i m5h#m3i
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Deterministic Replay 
for Multiprocessors

Why?

Record and reproduce multithreaded executions

Debugging

Program analysis

Forensics and Intrusion Detection

Fault tolerance



What is hard?
On a uniprocessor On a multiprocessor

i++

i��

Only one thread at a time 
updates shared memory


concurrency is simulated

i++ i��

Threads actually update 
shared memory concurrently

Record scheduling decisions

fewer than SM accesses ?

Instrument each 
memory operation


10-100X

Detect dependencies 
using memory 
protection bits


Up to 9x

Reduced logging  +

offline search

Slow replay

Hardware support

Custom HW

What to replay? 

Exact reproducibility is hard and expensive…

… but no need to replay the exact execution


Aim for observationally indistinguishable

produce same set of states S

produce same set of outputs O

match a possible execution of the program that 
would have produced S and O

When to replay? 

Online: in parallel with the original execution

fault tolerance, parallel security check


Offline: after the original execution has 
completed


debugging, forensics, etc

Online Multiprocessor Replay 

Key idea: “trust but verify”
speculate check

2.Check efficiently for mis-speculation

1. Speculate execution is data race free

3.On mis-speculation, rollback and retry

Respec, ASPLOS ‘10



Speculate
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

multi-threaded fork

starts an epoch

barrier to ensure all threads 
are in a safe state

adaptive epoch length to

i) mimimize work on rollbak

ii) allow timely output commit 

A A’

Speculate
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

log (partial) order of 
syncronization operations

reproduce order at 
replayed thread

A A’

Speculate
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

log (partial) order of 
syncronization operations

reproduce order at 
replayed thread

Epoch 1’Epoch 1

B B’ B = B’?   

A A’

STOP

Speculate
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

SysRead X

SysWrite O

ReadLog X

on syscall entry:

 type of call, arguments

on syscall exit:

type of call, return value, values 
copied to user space

B B’

Log O



Check
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

SysRead X

SysWrite O

ReadLog X

Log O
O’=?= O  

STOP

B B’

SysWrite O’
STOP

Epoch 2’Epoch 2

  

Check
Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

ReadLog X

O’=?= O  

B B’

C C’ C = C’?   

SysRead X

SysWrite O
Log O

Mis-speculation

Epoch 1’Epoch 1

Thread1 Thread2 Thread’1 Thread’2

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

lock(q)
unlock(q)

x=2
x=1

SysWrite (x)
x’=?= x

A A’

B B’ B = B’?   

x’=2

x’=1

!
STOP

Try  
again

Try  
again

Liveness

Could record individual accesses...


Switch to uniprocessor execution

Record and replay one thread at a time, 
recording preemption point

Parallel execution resumes after failed 
epoch completes

Instead



Offline Multiprocessor Replay 

Respec could log replay info to stable 
storage, but…


expensive

with data races, may need several 
rollback/retry

Two Types of Parallelism
Thread-parallel Epoch-parallel

CPU0 CPU1 CPU2 CPU3

Ep1

Ep2

Ep3

Ep4

CPU4 CPU5 CPU6 CPU7

Two Types of Parallelism
Thread-parallel Epoch-parallel

CPU0 CPU1 CPU2 CPU3

Ep1

Ep2

Ep3

Ep4

CPU4 CPU5 CPU6 CPU7

But how do we know 
whence to start the epoch?

Logging becomes easy!

and non-deterministic system calls!
record context switches 

2

UniParallelism
Thread-parallel Epoch-parallel

CPU0 CPU1 CPU2 CPU3

Ep1

Ep2

Ep3

Ep4

CPU4 CPU5 CPU6 CPU7

11

2

33

44



Managing divergence
Let thread parallel guide epoch-parallel


Use system calls and low-level synchronization operations 
logged during TP execution to guide EP execution

Managing divergence
Let thread parallel guide epoch-parallel


Use system calls and low-level synchronization operations 
logged during TP execution to guide EP execution

On divergence
Roll back to checkpoint at the beginning of failed epoch


sometimes multiple rollbacks…

Use the EP state at the time of divergence as new checkpoint!

merge kernel state of TP with memory and register state of EP


it’s ok, since (logical) kernel states are identical, having  
executed the same system calls

But the execution being logged is the EP, not the TP!


